The unbalanced development of regional economics in Beijing has induced the ubiquitous regional economic disparities and may affect the sustainable development of economy and social stability. How to alleviate this unbalanced status has been an important issue which the society and government face. As usual, the hold of Olympics Games may boost the economy of host city, however it is not clear that the event could narrow the regional economic disparities. In order to investigate the influence of the 2008 Olympics Games for the development of regional economics in Beijing, this paper studies the space-time dynamics of economic development of Beijing since the year when Beijing won the bid (the year of 2001) using exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA), and based on the county level and measure index of the regional per capita gross domestic product (GDP). The results show not strong evidences of global spatial autocorrelation, but clear evidences of local spatial autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity in the distribution of regional per capita GDP. Driven by the bid winning of 2008 Olympics, the total economic disparity in Beijing had not been alleviated, and the situation got even more complicated. Since the economic increasing-speeds of Changping and Shijingshan Districts were significantly lower than their some neighbouring regions, a new centre-surrounding polarization scheme was gradually replacing the North-South polarization scheme in Beijing from 2001 to 2007.
INTRODUCTION
The unique history foundation and location condition cause the unbalanced development of regional economics in Beijing. This unbalanced status induces the ubiquitous regional economic disparities and may affect the sustainable development of economy and social stability. How to alleviate this unbalanced status has been an important issue which the society and government face. As history had proved that, the hold of Olympics may boost the economy of host city. The 2008 Olympic Games provided Beijing with an opportunity to successfully promote the economic development and accelerate the completion of major infrastructure upgrades in public service industry, transportation and other sectors. According to the research report of Beijing Municipal Statistic Bureau, the total investment for the 2008 Olympic Games from 2002 to 2007 was about 351 hundred million dollars, which efficiently promoted the growth in GDP of Beijing. In 2006, the Beijing's per capita gross regional product reached 6,210 dollars exceeding the target of 6000 dollars at the end of 2008, two years ahead of previously predicted. However, whether or not the Olympic Games could lessen the regional economic disparities is unclear.
In order to investigate the influence of the 2008 Olympic Games for the development of regional economic disparities in Beijing, this paper studies the space-time dynamics of economic development of Beijing since the year 2001 when Beijing won the bid, using exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA). ESDA emphasizes the significance of spatial interactions and geographical location in the studies of regional economic development. By identifying spatial autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity, the economic performance can be characterized according to time. Therefore, ESDA is a powerful tool for revealing the development of regional economic disparities. Several previous studied have been implemented on this issue focusing on the EU regions. Le Gallo and Ertur (2003) , López -Bazo et al. (2004) applied ESDA to study the distribution of regional per capita GDP in Europe. Ertur and Koch (2006) investigated the case affected by the enlargement of the European Union from 1995 to 2000. In addition, there are some studies have assessed the regional economic disparities using ESDA in China, including the work of Pu et al. (2005) on the Jiangsu province and Qiu et al. (2009) on the Huaihai economic zone of China. However, few of them revealed the space-time dynamics of regional economics caused by important historical events or national policy guides in China.
Consequently, this study, combining ESDA with GIS technology, investigates the development of regional economics after 2001, and attempts to explore the possibility that important historical events or national policy guides may associate with change in spatial patterns of regional economic disparities over time. Our method is based on the county level and measure index of the regional per capita gross domestic product (GDP).
MATHODOLOGY AND DATA

Exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA)
Exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA) is a set of techniques to describe and visualize spatial distributions, discover patterns of spatial association (spatial clustering or hot spots), identify atypical observations (outliers), and suggest different spatial regimes or other forms of spatial heterogeneity (Anselin, 1994; 1996; 1999) . Central to ESDA is the measure of global and local spatial autocorrelation.
The measure of global spatial autocorrelation is usually based on Moran's I statistic, expressed as: 
where n is the number of regions in the study area, x i and x j are the attribute values for region i and j, x is the mean of the attribute value for the n regions, and w ij is the spatial weight matrix, which is usually defined as a bivariate symmetric matrix W to express the spatial contiguity relationship of regions. This paper adopts the spatial weight matrix based on the distance between the centroids of regions, that is, the corresponding element w ij =1 if the distance between regions i and j is within the threshold distance and zero otherwise.
The Moran's I statistic is based on the measure of covariance ( )(
, which is used to assess the similarity of specified attribute values of variable X (Getis and Ord, 1996) . The inference of significance can be based on the permutation approach (Anselin, 1995 Local indicators of spatial autocorrelation (LISA) defined by Anselin (1995) provides a way to assess significant local spatial patterns, besides it can be used similarly to the Moran scatter plot.
The local Moran's statistics is a familiar LISA formulated as the follows: 
where n is the number of regions in the study area, x i is the attribute values for region i, x is the mean of the attribute value for the n regions, and w ij is the spatial weight matrix. The inference of significance is based on the permutation approach (Anselin, 1995) . The results of the local Moran's statistics can be classified into four types of spatial association, and visualized in a LISA cluster map (Anselin, 1995) .
Data and Background
The data for exploratory spatial data analysis has two types: The venues of Beijing Olympic were mainly distributed into four areas, one central area and three partitions. The central area is located in the Olympic park in Chaoyang district, and the three partitions are the university area, the western community, the northern scenic tourist area, located in Haidian, Shijingshan, and Shunyi respectively. Figure 1 depicts the administrative map of Beijing with the purple area as venue regions and the light purple areas as the regions adjacent to venue regions according to the spatial weight matrix.
The theory is that venue and near-venue regions would be positively impacted by the presence of the Olympic Games. The per capita GDP growth of near-venue regions might be more than those regions not close to Olympic events. Therefore, some changes in spatial patterns of regional economic disparities would be expected to be observed due to the influence of the Olympic Games. However, because of the neglect of spatial interactions and geographical location, the expected effects of the Olympic Games could be overestimated or underestimated by using the traditional statistics analysis. Therefore, in the next section, ESDA is adopted to investigate the influence of the Olympic Games for the development of regional economic, and reveal the spatial pattern of regional disparities in Beijing.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this paper, both global and local spatial autocorrelation analyses were carried out by using the GeoDa software package
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Vol. 38, Part II (Anselin et al., 2006) . Figure The Moran's I is a global statistic, and gives a single result to assess the spatial association pattern for the entire study area. Therefore, it cannot identify the regions contributing more to the results of global spatial autocorrelation, and detect the hot spot or atypical localizations. In order to solv th (Wan, 2006) , which led to the lower GDP increasing in Shijingshan than some surrounding areas.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper attempted to investigate the influence of the 2008 Olympic Games for the development of regional economic disparities in Beijing since the year 2001 when Beijing won the bid. By combining ESDA with GIS technology, the spatial association patterns of regional per capita GDP were analyzed from 2001 to 2007.
The results showed not strong evidences of global spatial autocorrelation, but clear evidences of local spatial autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity in the distribution of regional per capita GDP. Although the 2008 Olympic Games boost the economic development of Beijing, the total economic disparity in Beijing had not been alleviated.
Moreover, the results of the Moran scatterplot and the LISA highlight that a new centre-surrounding polarization scheme was gradually replacing the North-South polarization scheme in Beijing from 2001 to 2007.
